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Prayers of the enslaved: the Malê slave rebellion in bahía, 
brazil by Margarita rosa

 In Ramadan of 1835, a group of enslaved African Muslim clerics in Salvador of Bahía, Brazil orga-
nized one of the best-recorded slave rebellions in the Americas. The history of Muslim rebellion[1] against 
enslavement in the Americas dates back to 1522, when enslaved Muslims of Wolof origin revolted in 
Santo Domingo,[2] twelve years after the formal commencement of the transatlantic slave trade.[3] Three 
centuries later, enslaved Muslims in Bahía, Brazil would organize an uprising that would become the last 
major slave rebellion in Brazilian history.[4] The 1835 Malê[5] revolt, as historians refer to it, was a rebel-
lion rooted in the spiritual fortification cultivated in Bahían madrassas.[6] The Malê revolt was not purely a 
physical attempt to liberate Africans from the institution of slavery. Rather, the Malê revolt was a spiritual 
struggle organized within Bahían madrassas, brought about by the desire to reunite with exiled spiritual 
leaders, and ultimately, to preserve Islamic education and through it, spiritual fortification. In an effort to 
contribute to the work of scholars who enjoin cross-Atlantic research rooted in the notion that African 
cultures did not perish on slave ships, I will argue that the intellectual society built by Muslims up to the 
1835 Malê revolt was rooted in practices that were central to West African understandings of learning, 
schooling, and embodied knowledge.

BAHÍAN MUSLIM INTELLECTUAL SOCIETY

 There is a prevalent assumption among experts and non-experts alike that chattel and plantation 
slavery meant the complete annihilation of social, cultural, and intellectual formations among enslaved 
Africans.[7] This is far from the truth, especially in Brazil, which imported the highest number of enslaved 
Africans via the transatlantic slave trade—a staggering twenty-five percent of all slaves spread across 
North, Central, and South America.[8] After the Haitian Revolution resulted in the formation of the first 
black republic in the Western hemisphere in 1804, other colonies like Cuba and Brazil hoped to replace 
the massively successful sugar colony. Thus, following the Haitian Revolution, imports across the Ameri-
cas grew, particularly in Brazil. Moreover, a catastrophic combination of internal African politics and con-
tinuous European instigation led to an exacerbation of the slave trade around the Bight of Benin, which 
led to higher exports from that area. Most of the slaves that ultimately formed nineteenth-century Bahían 
Muslim society were prisoners of war from either side of the wars that would eventually lead to the for-
mation of the Sokoto Caliphate.[9] 

 In Brazil, these individuals were known as Nagôs, an inclusive term indicating Yoruban ethnolin-
guistic groups. The Nagôs of Brazil rebelled dozens of times in the forty years before the Malê revolt, 
although these rebellions would usually only garner the participation of a singular ethnic group, most 
often the Hausas. The Malê revolt, on the other hand, drew participants from virtually every ethnic group 
of African-born slaves and freedmen in Bahía.[10] No Brazilian-born Africans are known to have partic-
ipated in the Malê revolt, however. Brazilian-born individuals of Africans and mixed decent were highly 
distrusted among the African-born community due to their unwavering loyalty to the Portuguese-Brazil-
ian ruling social class. The Malê revolt was therefore undertaken by African-born slaves and freedmen. 

 Contrary to what the name suggests, however, not all participants in the Malê revolt were Muslim, 
although the vast majority were. What makes the name appropriate, however, is not the exclusive par-
ticipation of Muslims. Rather, it is the fact that the rebellion was organized in madrassas and born out of 
particular relationships between Muslim teachers and their devoted students.
Most of the ‘ulama[11] in Bahía were enslaved, as were their students.[12] While freedmen played a very 
special role in the formation of madrassas and free teachers were the only ones able to cross towns and 
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teach elsewhere, most of the Islamic education in Bahía was centered around the conditions of slavery 
and a highly-racialized system of power, where even freedmen were highly repressed. Indeed, the for-
mation of madrassas was by necessity a secret enterprise. In this context, the house of Manoel Calafate 
and Aprígio, two elderly free Nagôs, became a prominent location for the gathering of Muslims, prayer, 
and Islamic education. 

 Testimonies given after the insurrection demonstrated that Aprígio and Calafate were both re-
spected teachers who were adored by their devoted students—Calafate would even be called “Paí” in 
many of the testimonies, meaning “father.” Their madrassa was hidden in a rented house which for the 
most part proved inconspicuous, even as students would wander in and out throughout the day.[13] 

 The preservation of Muslim tradition and pious acts was hidden from the visible fabric of Bahían 
society, yet present in its innermost seams. The creation of Muslim attire was a fundamental aspect of 
Bahían pious acts since slaves were often made to wear the most undignified of garments. Thus, wear-
ing Muslim clothing in a society that had stripped them of that virtue was a way for enslaved and sub-
jugated Muslims to work towards a bodily vindication that might bestow a sense of dignity and identity 
where it had been lost. In that very home, Aprígio was known for making kaftans and kufis, many of 
which were found in the aftermath of the revolt. An elderly Nagô slave by the name of Luís also sewed 
Muslim garments. Testimonies about Luís were centered around tales of students coming to him and 
asking him to pray for them. If his mere presence was filled with the hope of divine intervention, then so 
perhaps might have been his clothing. The fact that Muslim garments were made by religious leaders 
suggests that wearing these garments had become an essential aspect of the embodied spiritual forma-
tion of Bahían Muslims.  

 Yet these garments were not worn outside of religious spaces, for fear of them becoming recog-
nizable symbols. Thus, spaces of spiritual fortification became places that were used for various acts of 
piety among the Bahían community. An elderly Hausa freedman by the name of Dandará was among the 
freedmen who provided spaces for Muslim pedagogical formation in Bahía. Dandará owned a tobacco 
shop that he used as a musalla and a madrassa, congregating Muslims for various pious activities such 
as formal prayer and dhikr.[14] According to one testimony, Dandará extended himself to provide two 
lessons per day aos pretos (to blacks). The portrait of Bahían Islamic teachers is invariably one of com-
plete selflessness in the face of the most limiting constraints, and Dandará was no exception. The pious 
elderly man lived for his students and in order to praise God. In a gripping testimony, a man of mixed 
descent who lived above Dandará’s shop recounted that, through the floorboards, he would see the old 
man take large prayer beads, rub them against his hands repeatedly, and shout out to the heavens.[15] 

 Luis Sanin,[16] an elderly enslaved Nagô, like Dandará, exemplified qualities of complete devotion 
to God and a commitment to the progress of enslaved African Muslims. From testimonies and letters, 
we know that Sanin was a cherished member of the Bahían Muslim community. One extant letter written 
mostly in Hausa is an appeal to Sanin from a slave named ‘Abd al-Qadir for Sanin to offer his prayers 
and condolences after ‘Abd al-Qadir’s newborn daughter died. The letter contains an emotionally devas-
tating supplication that shows the deeply spiritual relationship between teacher and student,[17] a pro-
found indication of the preservation of Islamic pedagogical methods across the Middle Passage. 

 Sanin used the house of two free Muslims to teach Muslims how to perform prayers and suppli-
cations.[18] Yet, he also took practical approaches to ensuring the progression of the Muslim commu-
nity and the preservation of responsibilities that Muslims have towards one another. In one of the most 
outstanding cases from the records on the Malê Revolt, Sanin organized the collection of funds from 
enslaved Muslims for the performance of pious acts of charity (zakat). An enslaved person in Bahía might 
have acquired funds through some kind of loose employment or payment for small favors, and in the 
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years leading up to the 1835 revolt, the enslaved Muslims would have used their minimal funds to per-
form acts of zakat. Sanin designated one-third of the funds to be spread amongst the enslaved, even 
as those giving zakat themselves were slaves and occupying the lowest social strata. The institution of 
zakat among the African Muslims suggests that the condition of enslavement did not negate what some 
Bahían slaves felt was an enduring responsibility for the preservation of Islamic codes, which included 
the concession that, even as slaves, someone else’s condition was more in need of ailment than the one 
giving zakat. The second-third of the zakat collection was used to buy fabric to make Muslim clothing, 
which as I suggested before, was an essential component of Bahían spiritual life. The remaining third 
was used to obtain the manumission of slaves, in the event that such arrangements were possible.[19] 

 In another town in Bahía, in the Vitória district, two Muslims enslaved by Englishmen were given 
permission to build a hut in the plantation, which they used as a madrassa. Perhaps due to the preva-
lence of abolitionist thought in England, there are many cases in Bahía of tolerance among the English 
for the various activities of their slaves. Even if this tolerance did not translate to manumission, the per-
mission to build a school for slaves to “memorize and write down prayers” was an unfathomable gift to 
the pious enslaved Muslim.[20] Furthermore, this madrassa had three prominent teachers by the name 
of Dassalú (Mama), Gustard (Buremo), and Nicobé (Sule).[21] 

 But teaching Qur’anic recitation was not the only thing that made all of these madrassas similar to 
those of West Africa. After 1835, authorities confiscated dozens of wooden boards with handles cut out 
on one of the edges which the Nagô Muslims of Bahía called a wàláá. When asked about these boards, 
a Hausa slave named Albino confirmed what anyone conscious of the methods of West African Islamic 
and instruction would already be familiar with. Enslaved Bahían Muslims would write their lessons on the 
wooden tablets with long sticks dipped in a kind of ink and, after the lesson,[22] the enslaved Muslims 
would wash the boards off and drink the ink of the water.[23] The water from the Qur’anic passages 
would provide barakah (blessings) when consumed, and was part and parcel of the spiritual experience 
of learning, in West Africa as in Bahía
.
 Two elderly Muslims were at the center of Bahían spiritual and intellectual formations. Ahuna, an 
enslaved Nagô, was considered by many of the testimonies the maioral (the leader) of the Bahían Muslim 
community. João José Reis suggests that Ahuna would have been the most wanted man by authorities 
after the 1835 revolt.[24] Yet the elderly man’s life does not paint a portrait of a dangerous man. Ahuna 
was enslaved by a Brazilian man who made a living selling drinking water. As his slave, Ahuna had to 
comply with the man’s orders even though it was against Ahuna’s Islamic values to charge money for 
water.[25] Ahuna’s specific contributions to the Bahian Muslim community are not well known, but what 
is known is that he was a central figure in the Malê revolt. A few months before the rebellion, Ahuna was 
charged with a crime, and although the crime was minor, he was exiled to another town. Clearly, his 
activities were perceived as dangerous to Bahían authorities. As a true testament of the status of Ahuna 
and the devotion of his followers, his students followed him all the way to the port. The day before the re-
bellion, authorities had already heard that the Nagôs were planning to “reunite” with their maioral, Ahuna.
[26]

 The second figure who was absolutely central to the formation of the Malê revolt was an elderly 
enslaved Nagô who, although he appears as Pacífico Licutan[27] in records, referred to himself as Bilal, 
a clear ode to Bilal ibn Rabah, the first mu’azzin of Islam, and an African who spent most of his life as a 
slave. Our Bahían Bilal was enslaved by a brutal owner who would have him spend his day rolling cigars 
which he then would sell.[28] Despite this condition, testimonies say that Bilal had students coming in 
and out of his room.[29] They would wait outside until he called on them. The manumission of slaves 
through zakat was often the way that students would liberate their teachers. Twice Bilal’s students tried 
to buy his freedom, but the owner refused. Then, after becoming indebted to the Carmelite Order of 
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Friars, Bilal’s owner sold him off to be auctioned. Bilal spent that Ramadan in prison, while his students 
took to plotting a rebellion in which the first plan of action was to liberate their beloved teacher.

 Historian Rudolph Ware[30] suggests that the bearers of knowledge as per the pedagogical 
values of West African Islamic societies were considered to be walking manifestations of the Qur’an. 
Internalized knowledge becomes embodied knowledge—Islamic knowledge becomes part of the body 
itself. The emphasis on Qur’anic knowledge as an instruction of both the mind and the body is rooted 
in a hadith in which A’isha, the wife of Prophet Muhammad, is asked to speak about the qualities of the 
Prophet and she describes him as “the walking Qur’an on earth.”[31] The walking Qur’an is thus he or 
she who internalizes the teachings of the Qur’an and applies them to their entire life—enjoining to truth 
and forbidding bad, no matter where they may be and no matter their condition. In Bahía, where the only 
people learned in Qur’an verses and recitation were elderly teachers such as Calafate, Dandará, Ahuna, 
and Bilal, the knowledge that they possessed vis-à-vis their bodies and that they transmitted and af-
firmed vis-à-vis their bodies, positioned them as walking Qur’ans. 

 When a walking Qur’an was jailed or exiled, as Ahuna and Bilal were, Ware argues that it was as 
though one were putting the Qu’ran in chains. And this was a direct incentive towards rebellion. Ware 
writes, “Seeing the Book in chains was both a real and a metaphorical point of no return. Men of letters 
took up arms…choosing to forgo long-established traditions of clerical pacifism, neutrality, and pious 
distance from power.” [32] Thus, it is no surprise that months after Ahuna was exiled and weeks after Bi-
lal was imprisoned to be sold off to a new master, Bahían Muslims saw an armed revolt as the only way 
to unchain their walking Qur’ans.

MALÊ REVOLT

 The rebellion was planned to take place in the month of Ramadan on January 25, 1835 during 
the Catholic celebration of Nossa Senhora da Guia.[33] While some white Brazilians might have sensed 
the belligerent conspiracy that was waiting at their doorstep, the rumors floating rapidly the day before 
the planned rebellion solidified the need to set up vast mechanisms of defense. The indissoluble loyalty 
between whites, free blacks, and Brazilian-born slaves assured that any conspiracy revealed to the latter 
two groups would surely find its way to the white population. And indeed, word of a rebellion reached the 
ears of whites via free blacks, who were intent on preserving their relationships with their previous mas-
ters as well as their position in a world stratified by the very men against whom the conspiracy was to be 
unleashed. 

 A surviving letter written by Domingos Fortunato, a free black, to his former master, reveals an 
attempt by free blacks to demonstrate loyalty to the white Brazilian population, to whom they felt a bond 
that differentiated them, ontologically, from the enslaved Africans who he portrayed as perpetually intent 
on wreaking havoc. A small number of former slaves are known to have participated in the conspira-
cy, but all of them were African-born, and thus had strong linguistic, cultural, and religious ties to the 
enslaved Africans planning the rebellion. The night before the planned rebellion, a freed Nagô woman, 
Sabina da Cruz, found that her Nagô husband had left the house with a load of his clothes. She later 
found him at a house that appeared to belong to Calafate, the elderly Qur’an teacher. Sabina da Cruz 
saw a large group of Africans sitting at the house of Calafate having iftar, for it was Ramadan after all, 
and presumably discussing the plans for the following morning. The freed Nagô woman, intent on de-
stroying their plan, ran back towards her home and informed her friend Guillermina of all that she had 
witnessed, knowing that Guillermina was well connected to the powerful white Brazilians of Salvador da 
Bahía. Guillermina took the news directly to her white Brazilian neighbor precisely as he was entertaining 
the company of two powerful white Brazilians, who promptly informed local authorities of the impending 
rebellion.  
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 Precisely one hour before midnight, a district judge was advised to call for guards to surround all 
borders of the district. The order was followed swiftly as guards settled in packs around the frontiers of 
Salvador, essentially forming a siege meant to impede the rebellion from spreading to other provinces. 
Furthermore, word spread quickly around the slave owners of Salvador, who made every effort to make 
sure that their slaves did not take part in the rebellion. It seems that before midnight struck, the only Afri-
cans who would be able to carry out their meticulously planned revolt were those who had escaped and 
congregated before eleven and those who were willing to confront their aware and armed masters.
 
 Armed troops inspected the homes of several freed Africans and finally came upon the house of a 
tailor of mixed descent named Domingos Marinho de Sá, whose tenant was Manoel Calafate. Domingos 
was forced by the troops to allow them to inspect the premises. It was later reported that, inside, the 
Muslim rebels were having suhur, as they were set to strike at fajr. For when the blue of the sky was set 
to appear, enslaved Muslims would not only resist against the shackles that brought them and enslaved 
them on that unknown land—they would also remain pious observers of God’s commandment to fast 
during the month that the Qur’an was revealed to Prophet Muhammad for the very first time. And what 
did the cherishing of the revelation (al-Qur’an) entail if not the protection of the protectors of the revela-
tion (hafiz al-Quran)?

 When the troops tried to force their way in, the door opened on the opposite side and around six-
ty armed Africans charged against the officers. The commands for the abrupt beginning of the Malê up-
rising began. A couple of other groups left that very home through other doorways, and soon the nearby 
houses were made aware that a rebellion was underway. A military guard says that he heard shots and 
wailing outside so he looked outside his window and saw “black Africans with white caps and large long 
shirts over their pants.”[34] One of the first groups to leave Calafate’s home rushed to the prison in an 
effort to liberate their teacher Bilal along with other imprisoned Africans. This plan, however, failed. Due 
to the premature beginning of the revolt and the heightened security due to rumors floating around Bahía 
about an imminent revolt, the Muslims were put down before fajr—before the fight was even supposed 
to begin.

 The aftermath of the Malê uprising reveals the entire fabric of Bahían Muslim society, in that every 
Muslim activity or item, including Arabic documents, were thereafter criminalized and associated with the 
rebellion. Witnesses, especially Brazilian-born slaves and blacks, came out en masse to report instances 
of Muslim activity that had been observed before the rebellion, further distancing the social relations be-
tween Africans and Brazilians. Court records[35] indicate that the mere possession of Arabic documents 
was enough to render one complicit in the rebellion. The strongest evidence for the association of Arabic 
documents with the rebellion was the fact that many Arabic pages were found on the dead bodies of the 
Muslims who took part in the revolt. A written folio that began with Surah Ya-Sin was found around the 
neck of a Muslim who had been killed during the rebellion.[36] The folio also included the Surat al-Baqar-
ah ayat that read,

Our Lord, and make us Muslims [in submission] to You and from our descendants a 
Muslim nation [in submission] to You. And show us our rites and accept our repen-
tance. Indeed, You are the Accepting of repentance, the Merciful. Our Lord, and send 
among them a messenger from themselves who will recite to them Your verses and 
teach them the Book and wisdom and purify them. Indeed, You are the Exalted in 
Might, the Wise.[37]

 Another folio found in the pocket of one of the rebels was full of Qur’anic passages—this folio 
was clearly intended as a wird.[38] That Bahían Muslims actually carried these passages on their bod-
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ies extends the metaphor of their positions as walking Qur’ans. They literally carried the Qur’an on their 
bodies while simultaneously embodying the Qur’an in their behavior and character. The very presence of 
Qur’anic ayat and prayers on the bodies of fallen Muslims indicated an effort to link Islamic spirituality to 
the struggle for freedom explicitly. Implicitly, the presence of the ayat indicates that physical contact with 
the words of the Qur’an provided enslaved Muslims with the spiritual fortitude necessary for the struggle 
for freedom. It adds to the power of these ayat that they were tangible products of Islamic education in 
Bahía, whether they were written by the teachers or by the students in a continuation of West African 
pedagogical strategies. These documents are thus a testimony to the pedagogical roots of the rebellion 
and the strong role played by the ‘ulama.        

 Ultimately, the rebels suffered a devastating fate. The leaders of the uprising were whipped, killed, 
or deported, and any formal or informal congregation of Africans became incredibly suspect. The strict 
measures taken against the 1835 rebels ultimately proved successful—the Malê revolt would be the 
last organized slave uprising in Brazil. After the rebellion, Bilal, still in jail, received news of the fate of the 
rebellion. One of his cell companions said in a gripping testimony that Bilal lowered his head to weep and 
that he never saw him raise it again. Bilal wept as many of his cherished students were brought into the 
jail. When one of the surviving rebels, who was being incarcerated, passed Bilal a piece of paper with a 
message written on it, he read it and swiftly began to weep.[39] 
 The devastating fate of his students had brought Bilal to a perpetual trail of tears. His fate, how-
ever, was to be amongst the most devastating. Although he could not be charged with participation in 
the physical uprising that took place, it was clear to authorities that he had participated in the spiritual 
cultivation of the uprising. Bilal “was sentenced to 1,200 lashes of the whip, to be carried out in public, 
though not in the streets where everyone could see. The sentence was divided up into 50 lashes a day 
until completed.” [40] We can imagine that this is how Bilal died.        

 West African cultural, spiritual, and intellectual traditions surely survived the Middle Passage, even 
as the conditions of enslavement and repression were such that one could easily forfeit any hope of 
reviving what was so naturally present in Africa. In Bahía, the Muslim community organized itself in very 
traditional formations of madrassas—cultivating teacher-student relations wherein a particular teacher 
had a certain set of students and devotion to that teacher was unwavering. Thus, when teachers were 
removed from the communities, the communities themselves would profoundly suffer from this lack, not 
only intellectually and spiritually, but also bodily—since it was out of their bodies that an Islamic ethics 
was made manifest. Even as the Malê revolt did not produce a free society for African Muslims, their 
prayers have been projected into our present time, thus allowing these to be reproduced by those who 
still believe in their spiritual power. An enslaved Muslim by the name of Domingos composed a du’a that 
included a supplication that re-introduces the possibility of Nagô liberation, even if that would not be in 
this world. Domingos thus prayed,

Our Lord is the most Forgiving and Gracious. Through Your forgiveness, help us find 
refuge from every place…Increase us and grant us refuge from the fire. Peace! A word 
from a Lord most Merciful! Give me a peaceful abode and give me tranquility, give 
me a peaceful abode and give me tranquility, give me a peaceful abode and give me 
tranquility.[41]
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1503: aMerica’s first MusliM ban by Margarita rosa
 On June 26, 2018, the US Supreme Court upheld the Trump administration’s third Muslim Ban, 
which bars the granting of visas to nationals from a number of Muslim-majority countries. What many 
Americans don’t know is that Muslims were the first category of people to be expressly forbidden from 
entering the Americas. The first decree against the entry of Muslims into the Americas was issued in 
1503, just a decade after Christopher Columbus had landed in the Americas. Numerous identical de-
crees were passed in subsequent years to assure that Muslims would not “contaminate” the inhabitants 
of the New World nor spread rebelliousness amongst enslaved Africans. Through a discussion of how 
Muslims came to be the first group banned from the Americas, I historicize the relative absence of Mus-
lims from American historical records and also offer a historical timeline of anti-Muslim sentiment in the 
Americas. I ultimately show that the early Americas were founded on the exclusion of Muslims and Jews, 
and that that exclusion began with the exclusion of enslaved black Muslims.

FIRST MUSLIMS BANNED: ENSLAVED BLACK MUSLIMS

 In 1503, Nicolás de Ovando, the governor sent by the Spanish Crown to replace Christopher 
Columbus, wrote a letter to the Spanish queen asking her to prevent the importation of “ladino” slaves to 
the Americas because they were causing rebelliousness and marronage (acts of running away) among 
the enslaved population.[1] What did he mean by “ladinos”? The answer to this question is key to deter-
mining the timing of the very first Muslim ban. The term “ladino” was used to refer to anyone who spoke 
Spanish or Portuguese and has been applied to “non-native” Iberians since time immemorial.[2] Europe-
an Jews, Muslims, and their descendants who spoke Spanish or Portuguese were also called “ladinos.” 
So, what makes us think that Ovando was referring to black Muslims with this term? Taking historian 
Michael Gomez’s interpretation of the term “ladino,” we must acknowledge the following historical cir-
cumstances.

 First, the Spanish had been enslaving sub-Saharan people (initially by way of Arab North Africans) 
for a few centuries before the beginning of American colonization. Second, while many of these enslaved 
communities might not have been Muslim, a large number of them converted to Islam either in North 
Africa or in Spain (but we can assume that a large number of them were already Muslim). Third, since the 
enslaved populations first imported to the Americas were carried over from Spain, it is most likely that 
these enslaved people would have been Muslims who, because of their time in Spain, had learned Span-
ish. If we accept these three points as historical facts, then the first Muslim ban occurred in 1503. But 
even those who would not concede to that very early date would likely concede that the first Muslim ban 
occurred approximately one generation later in 1523, when (presumably European) Jews and Muslims 
were banned from entering Mexico.[3] And in 1526, enslaved black Muslims were expressly forbidden 
from stepping foot in any part of the Americas.[4]   

 On May 11, 1526, the Spanish Crown sent out an official decree forbidding shipment into the 
Americas of “black Wolof slaves, or those from the Levant, or those raised with Muslims.”[5] These three 
categories suggest that the ban was against any slave who had any connection to Islam. This would 
make sense, given the subsequent decrees that also mention Muslim-majority populations. Spanish au-
thorities found Muslim presence among the enslaved Africans extremely dangerous, as is evidenced by 
the numerous laws passed against their importation. The slave traders, who were not particularly com-
mitted to finding out the religious affiliation of the slaves they were importing, would continue to import 
enslaved Muslims.[6] 
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 We would therefore not be surprised to find that in 1532, the Council of San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
sent a letter to the Spanish Crown desperately pleading that they “rule that, as of today, no more Wolof 
slaves enter this island because they are very bellicose and do nothing but wage war in their own 
lands.”[7] The letter from the Puerto Rican Council also noted that, “whenever there are rebellions, it is 
these slaves who are its insurgents.”[8] This desperate appeal suggests that the enslaved Wolofs were 
making repeated efforts at gaining their liberation, a behavioral marker that sets enslaved Muslims apart 
from other groups of slaves in the history of the Americas. Fearing the increase of slave rebellions, the 
Spanish Crown was quick to respond to the appeal of the Puerto Rican Council. Just a few months later, 
the Queen of Spain sent a letter addressed to the Council responsible for creating maritime laws be-
tween Spain and the Americas. In this letter, she reiterated the 1526 prohibition against the importation 
of “any Wolof slave” to the Americas since these were “causing harm in San Juan and other Islands,” 
due to their “arrogance and inobedience.”[9]  
   
 It should be clear from these decrees that enslaved Muslims were considered a threat to the 
established Spanish order in the Americas and were thus barred from entry. But it also ought to be noted 
that European Muslims were equally unwelcome by the Spanish establishment. The complex reasons for 
this general ban against Muslims are explored in the remainder of this article.  

MUSLIMS IN THE IBERIAN PENINSULA, 711-1609 AD
 The presence of Muslims in the Iberian Peninsula (Spain and Portugal) began as early as 711 AD, 
when Muslim troops and refugees from the Sham region began to populate the Peninsula and ultimately 
gained political control over what centuries later became Spain and Portugal. In the eleventh century, 
four hundred years after the consolidation of Muslim rule in the Iberian Peninsula, Catholic troops from 
the north would begin to push against Muslim rule, beginning two historically significant movements. The 
first of these would come to be known as The Crusades, a series of military campaigns waged to regain 
control over lands that were considered to belong to Catholics. The second of these movements would 
come to be known as the “Reconquista,” or Reconquest, referring to military campaigns aiming to gain 
(or regain) control of the Iberian Peninsula. The battle for political rule over the Iberian Peninsula was 
nevertheless a long one, and significant areas of Spain and Portugal would remain in Muslim hands until 
1492, the same year that Christopher Columbus landed in the Americas.[10] 
  
 By 1492, Iberian Catholics had been waging a centuries-long war against Iberian Muslims and 
a newer and increasingly bellicose war against Iberian Jews. Anti-Semitic sentiment became especially 
prevalent in the Iberian Peninsula beginning in the mid-1300s, forcing many Jews to convert to Catholi-
cism or face tremendous persecution. The large population of Jews who had converted to Catholicism 
(subsequently known as “Moriscos”) gave rise to fears of crypto-Judaism in Spain. This in turn led to 
various institutions barring descendants of Jews from accessing employment, education, or accredita-
tion, for fear that their Jewish beliefs would re-emerge. In 1478, the Spanish Inquisition was established 
to oversee the descendants of Jews and guard against crypto-Judaism, making the primary role of the 
Inquisition to make sure that those who proclaimed to be Catholics actually believed in the tenets of Ca-
tholicism and were not simply purporting to do so. In 1492, when Spanish Jews were ordered to leave 
Spain voluntarily or face forced deportation, many Jews chose to convert (at least ostensibly) to Catholi-
cism and to abolish any visible Jewish customs so that they would not became suspects under the new 
rules of the Inquisition.

 Muslims were not initially subject to the oversight of the Inquisition, primarily because Muslims 
were converting to Catholicism in fewer numbers and, as non-Catholics, were not under the jurisdiction 
of the forces of the Inquisition.[11] However, once Jews were banned from Spain altogether, Muslims 
came under higher scrutiny in an increasingly purist Catholic society. In the 1490s, a Catholic priest by 
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the name of Fray Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros led a sequestration and burning of over a million Arabic 
manuscripts in Granada, which provoked a rebellion of the Muslims of Granada.[12] Subsequent royally 
sanctioned Arabic book-burning ceremonies led to an increasing number of Muslim rebellions in Spain, 
and in 1502, the Muslims of Castile were forced to choose between conversion and deportation. 

 In 1526, the region of Aragon passed the same ruling, such that by the mid-sixteenth centu-
ry, both Muslims and Jews were permanently barred from the Iberian Peninsula.[13] The Muslims who 
chose conversion over deportation were faced with overt acts of humiliation, often being forced to drink 
wine and eat pork in public to prove their adherence to Catholicism.[14] As the late Mexican historian 
María Elena Martínez wrote, “Legislation in Granada also tried to prevent the use of Muslim names and 
surnames, circumcision, the survival of Arabic, and certain forms of inheritance and fictive kinship.”[15]

 Muslim converts to Christianity offered a mostly economic advantage to the Iberian Peninsula due 
to their large numbers and the reliance of the workforce on them, which explains why they were expelled 
from Spain at a later date than the less-numerous Jewish population. However, by the beginning of the 
seventeenth century, Muslim converts to Christianity were thought to pose an substantial threat to the 
established order, and in 1609, all descendants of Muslims were expelled from Spain. By that point, 
Spain had been undergoing a vast cultural transformation characterized by an increased regard for a 
concept called “purity of blood” (limpieza de sangre), a notion that is crucial to understanding why Mus-
lims and Jews were banned from the Americas so early on.

“PURITY OF BLOOD” AND THE BATTLE FOR NATIVE AMERICAN “PURITY”
 In the New World, “purity of blood” came to refer to the absence of any non-Catholic ancestry in 
one’s lineage, a genealogical status that became increasingly required for the attainment of religious and 
lay posts in a society that was clearly characterized by religious exclusivity.[16] The prevalence of “purity 
of blood” requirements in the New World was nevertheless the result of a circumstance unique to the 
Americas: the presence of indigenous populations. How indigenous populations come into this complex 
story ultimately comes down to who, under “natural law,” could be rightfully subjected to “just war.” That 
is, what populations are allowed to be conquered without there being a recognized legal injustice. 

 Bartolomé de Las Casas, a prominent Spanish priest who came to be known as the “defender 
of the Indians,” argued that populations indigenous to the Americas could not be justly conquered since 
they did not fit under the three categories necessary for a community to be conquered under “just war”: 
1) that the community take over one’s land (which was impossible for the indigenous peoples to do as 
they were not traveling en masse to Europe);
 2) that the community attempt to annihilate or harm the religious following of the Catholic Church (and 
there was no sign that the indigenous people were attempting mass conversions of Catholics); or 
3) that the community had known about Catholicism and had rejected it (which the indigenous people 
could not have done since they had not previously known about Catholicism).[17] 

 The third of these conditions is the most significant for our purposes, because it meant that, if the 
Indigenous communities of the Americas converted to Islam or Judaism, they would automatically be 
subject to just conquest, since it would have meant that they had rejected Catholicism after having been 
taught about it. Thus came about the concept of Native American purity, a scarcely studied concept that 
ultimately meant that, legally, the Spanish could not conquer Indigenous populations. Rather, these pop-
ulations, due to their “purity,” would have had to willingly accept Spanish rule. As it turns out, Spanish 
conquerors composed numerous ways of declaring that the indigenous peoples had “willingly” accepted 
subjection to the Spanish Crown. But the Spanish would not have had to make up these alternate forms 
of proving the legitimacy of their conquest if it was not for the theological defense of the indigenous peo-
ple’s “purity.” 
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 Essentially, the indigenous population began to be seen as an “unsullied population,” lacking the 
“stain of heresy.” Legally, they were known as “uninfected gentiles” (gentiles no infectados).[18] But unin-
fected by what? Precisely by Islam or Judaism. Spanish theologians and jurists hoping to prolong indige-
nous “purity” made it their mission to keep the New World “uncontaminated” by Jews and Muslims who 
would “infect” the indigenous with their religious beliefs, thereby making the latter liable for conquest.
[19] To prevent the contamination of indigenous populations, the Spanish rulers of present-day Mexico 
forbade Jews, Muslims, and their descendants from entering by an edict issued in 1523, only two years 
after the forced conquest of Mexico by Hernán Cortez.[20] Essentially, African, European, and Levantine 
Muslims were barred from the New World as soon as European offices in these lands were established.

CONCLUSION
 Muslim bans have existed in the Americas since 1503 and were the result of a fear that Muslims 
would infect the free and enslaved populations in Americas with their religion and rebelliousness. Both 
enslaved Muslims and free European Muslims were expressly forbidden from entering the New World 
within the first three decades of European colonization. This history suggests that the Americas were 
literally founded on Islamophobic principles that continue to reign to this day. The US Supreme Court’s 
recent decision in favor of Trump’s Muslim ban is thus one of many iterations of American bans against 
the entry of Muslims. This long history ought not to dissuade us, however, about the worthiness of our 
fight against such bans. Just as Muslim bans characterize the history of the Americas, so too do Muslim 
presence, Muslim survival, and Muslim resistance.

“be brothers”—case studies of MusliM recePtions of refugees 
in history by abdulrahMan latif

ABSTRACT
 In the time of the Prophet, Muslims provided protection to asylum-seekers and the Ansar of 
Medina treated the Muhajirs, who were essentially refugees, like brothers. During the Crusades, Mus-
lim governments and individuals provided aid and refuge for those fleeing the invaders. After the fall of 
Al-Andalus, the Ottomans took in Jews and Muslims who had been persecuted in the Reconquista and 
Inquisition. And in World War II, the Muslims of Albania saved Jews fleeing the fascists. Muslims through-
out history have helped refugees. In this paper, I look in depth at these various cases that encourage 
embracing those facing oppression and keeping borders open to refugees. This history is especially 
important today when Muslims make up the majority both of the world’s refugees and of the populations 
of the countries taking most of them in.

INTRODUCTION
 At the beginning of a day’s recitation of Qur’an, we recite a formula, the ista’aadha, “A’udhu billahi 
min ash Shaytanir Rajim,” “I seek refuge in Allah from Satan, the accursed.” The same turn of phrase 
“A’udhu billah” (I seek refuge in Allah), is used again and again in the Qur’an and traditions of the Prophet 
(peace be on him).[1] We are told to seek refuge in God from oppressors, from the evil in our own selves, 
from the evil of created things, from miserliness, cowardice, and fear. Before reciting our most sacred 
text, and repeatedly in prayers, we are reminded of our condition as humans—as created beings in peril, 
who need the protection and preservation of God the Most High. We are all refugees in relation to God. 
And as the first tradition taught in hadith classes for centuries goes, “Show mercy to those on Earth and 
He who is in the heavens will show mercy to you.”[2] It follows that providing refuge to those on Earth 
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allows one to attain the refuge of God. As Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyah writes, “The recompense for deeds is 
like for like.”[3]

 As of 2016, at least 65.6 million people were in need of refuge on Earth.[4] People like Um Naw-
waf, whose daughter ran to find shelter from bombshells.[5] A rock hit her head and she began to ex-
perience seizures. Um Nawwaf took her children to Jordan where her 13-year-old son ended up having 
to leave school and work to support the family. Rehana Begum’s life was turned upside down one after-
noon when the Myanmar military burned houses in her village and started shooting.[6]  Her brother was 
killed, but her husband made it out alive, albeit wounded. They walked for four days until they managed 
to borrow a boat and narrowly escape gunfire on the way to Bangladesh.

 Of those 65.6 million, 40.3 million were internally displaced—they had to leave their homes but 
remained within their country.[7] 22.5 million were classified as refugees because they fled their coun-
try due to war, persecution, or other devastating conditions. And the remaining 2.8 million have sought 
asylum. These numbers are records in human history. The world has never seen so many people forced 
to move against their will. The majority of the world’s refugees are most likely Muslim, and Muslim coun-
tries such as Turkey, Jordan, Bangladesh, and Pakistan have taken in the majority of the world’s refu-
gees.[8] In this article, I explore cases of how Muslim societies have historically treated refugees. I find 
these cases are evidence enough that Muslims should never draw borders between themselves and the 
oppressed, and that they are motivation for Muslims and those of other faiths to help provide refuge to 
others. In this work, I will be using the word refugee to refer to anyone who has been forcibly displaced.

IN THEORY AND EARLIEST PRACTICE 
 Arafat Shoukri, in his book Refugee Status in Islam, has examined concepts similar to that of the 
refugee in Islamic scholarship and during the Prophet’s life.[9] He explores the concept of jiwar, pro-
viding protection and, on occasion, asylum to one who seeks it for whatever reason. This practice ex-
isted in the pre- Islamic period wherein jiwar would defend people against the ravages of blood feuds. 
Muslims kept up the practice of both providing and receiving jiwar; the Prophet’s daughter Zainab gave 
jiwar to her war-captive husband and he himself gave it to a man who betrayed him.[10] Abu Bakr (RA) 
received jiwar when he was facing persecution in Makkah. Among pre-Islamic Arabs, when a person 
provided jiwar, his tribe would have to respect and enforce it. The Prophet overcame tribal boundaries 
and announced that when one Muslim provided jiwar, all other Muslims would have to uphold it.[11] An 
arguable conclusion from his pronouncement is that if any Muslim takes in refugees, Muslims in general 
would have to ensure those refugees’ protection.

 Allah says, “And if any one of the polytheists seeks your protection, then grant him protection so 
that he may hear the words of Allah. Then deliver him to his place of safety. That is because they are a 
people who do not know” (Qur’an 9: 6). The word used, istajar, means to seek jiwar. Even under threat 
of conflict, Muslims were obligated by God to provide jiwar to those seeking it. Shoukri notes that com-
mentators disagreed about how long jiwar was to be given according to the verse but the fact remains 
that it was to be given.[12] He highlights the idea of aman, safe-keeping, embedded in the verse, and 
also discusses the dhimmi category, a protected subject-status, as ways to accommodate non-Muslim 
refugees in historical Islamic state structures. In light of this, in theory, the Islamic tradition is quite favor-
able to taking in and protecting refugees.

 In practice, the earliest Muslims both helped refugees and were themselves refugees. Conditions 
in Mecca were difficult—Bilal (RA) had been tortured by being dragged on the hot sand, and persecution 
was rampant. As the poet Warsan Shire would say, home was the mouth of a shark.[13] A group of Mus-
lims migrated to Abyssinia so they could practice their religion freely and later nearly the whole communi-
ty made the hijrah to Medina. The Medinans agreed to accept the Prophet and his community, and most 
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of them became Muslim themselves. Muslims took in Muslim refugees. There was nothing shameful or 
weak in the Muslims leaving Mecca. And there was beauty and an example for all humankind in their 
reception in Medina. Ibn Hisham writes in his Seerah that Ibn Ishaq, the first biographer of the Prophet 
wrote, “The Prophet established mutual brotherhood between the companions from the Muhajireen (the 
Migrants) and the Ansar (the Helpers, the Medinan locals). According to what has reached me, and I 
seek refuge from attributing to him words he did not say, he said, ‘Be brothers in Allah, pair by pair.’”[14] 
The companions then proceeded to pair up and the Ansar treated their Muhajir counterparts like actual 
family. As Allah says in the Qur’an:

And [also for] those who were settled in Medina and [adopted] the faith before them. They 
love those who emigrated to them and find not any want in their breasts of what the em-
igrants were given but give [them] preference over themselves, even though they are in 
privation. And whoever is protected from the stinginess of his soul – it is those who will be 
the successful. (Qur’an 59:9)

 The Prophet exhorted his followers to take care of the most vulnerable and himself provided 
protection for someone who had acted against the Muslim community. In Prophetic times, refugees were 
welcomed with open arms and became integral parts of society; together, in fact, the locals and the 
refugees of Medina changed the world, and with the will of Allah are responsible for Islam’s continued 
presence.

WHEN THE CRUSADERS TOOK JERUSALEM
 In his chronicle, The Complete History, the 13th-century historian Ibn Athir writes about the fall of 
Jerusalem and the fate of survivors:

 They departed at night for Ascalon where they remained… In Ramadan men came 
to Baghdad from Syria seeking assistance, accompanied by the Qadi Abu Sa’d al-Hara-
wi. They recounted in the court a narrative which brought tears to the eye and pained the 
heart. They demonstrated in the mosque on Friday and cried out for help, weeping and re-
ducing others to tears. A tale was told of the killing of men, the enslavement of women and 
children and the plundering of property that had fallen upon the Muslims in that revered 
august place…The rulers were divided… and so the Franks conquered the land.[15]

 The lack of military support for the victims of the First Crusade is a historical blight on the collec-
tive conscience of the ummah, but Muslims did work to help refugees, just as they eventually helped 
reclaim their lands. The Qadi Abu Sa’d al-Harawi, though not a refugee himself, took it upon himself to 
find them support. He went so far as to challenge the caliph’s court himself.[16]

 As Ibn Athir suggests and Hadia Dajani-Shakeel notes, refugees in the immediate aftermath of 
the First Crusade came to Ascalon and Tyre.[17] Both cities fell to the Crusaders in the mid-12th cen-
tury at which point refugees migrated to the environs of Damascus and deeper into Egypt. Despite the 
Fatimid government’s chaotic state, they offered aid to the refugees in Ascalon. The Palestinian refugees 
participated in society and were socially mobile without restriction; al-Qadi al-Fadl al-Asqalani became 
a minister under the Fatimids and eventually the Grand Vizier under the Ayyubids. Refugees and their 
descendants became noted scholars, including the grammarian al-Maqdisi (d. 1186) and the expert on 
Qur’anic recitations Ibn Ali al-Kinani al-Maqdisi (d. 1238). They also aided in the defense of Egypt against 
the Crusaders.

 Many refugees after the fall of Tyre resettled in the Salihiyya neighborhood of Damascus.[18] The 
neighborhood was established by the Palestinian Qudama family. They had initially left the Crusader 
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yoke for fear that they would not be able to practice their religion properly. Their scholarly family settled 
by the Salih Mosque in Damascus but quickly entered into competition with local ulema. The ruler of the 
city, Nur ad-Din Zangi, ruled in favor of the Qudama family against the local ulema when the local ulema 
wanted them gone, and gave them the endowment of the masjid. They eventually moved further away 
but named their new neighborhood after the masjid where they first settled.

 In his memoir, the 12th-century nonagenarian Usamah ibn Munqidh explains that when his home 
city of Shaizar was taken over by the crusaders, he was welcomed in Damascus.[19] Due to political 
ploys many years later, he had to leave, but the man who sponsored him in the city remarked on the 
great friendship between them—one a refugee formerly in a position of authority, the other a powerful 
local. He said to Usamah:

 By Allah, if one half of the people were on my side, I would risk hurling them against 
the other half; even if a third were on my side, I would risk hurling them against the other 
two-thirds rather than risk parting with thee! But as it is, all the people have coalesced 
against me, and I have become powerless. But wherever thou mayest be, the friendship 
between us shall ever remain at its best.[20]

 In the aftermath of the First and Second Crusades, Muslims helped Muslim refugees and likely 
Nestorian Christians and Jews as well, since they too faced oppression at the hands of the crusaders. 
Individuals advocated on their behalf even when governments didn’t provide military support, as in the 
case of al-Harawi, locals provided sponsorships, and governments like that of Nur ad-Din Zangi did 
eventually provide humanitarian aid and justice, across ethnic and sectarian divides. In the following de-
cades, refugees contributed significantly to the intellectual and political life of their new homes.

IN THE FACE OF THE RECONQUISTA
 In his 1523 CE chronicle, the Rabbi Elia Capsali writes that in the aftermath of the 1492 expulsion 
of Jews from Spain:

(the Lord) let us find mercy with Sultan Bayezid, the king of Turkey—so that he received the 
Jews with friendship and issued ‘a proclamation throughout his realm by word of mouth 
and in writing as follows’ (Ezra 1:1): ‘Whosoever wishes to dwell in My kingdom and My 
realm may gladly come and shall not delay.’[21]

 Whether or not Sultan Bayezid II actually directly invited the Jewish refugees to Spain as Capsali 
says, and whether or not he actually said, “Ferdinand,” the king of Spain, “is said to be a well-advised 
advised prince, but he impoverishes his kingdom and enriches mine,” the Ottomans welcomed Jewish 
refugees with open arms.[22] Jews were resettled primarily in port cities and especially in Salonika. The 
refugees quickly came to outnumber the native Jews in these population centers. They joined local syn-
agogues and faced taxes from the older Jewish communities (in Salonika for example) but soon estab-
lished their own spaces.[23] They improved the Ottomans’ participation in international trade, developed 
financial services, contributed to medical and other technical knowledge, and were active in the textile 
industry.[24] Under the dhimmi system, their synagogues were protected, they exhibited a degree of 
self-governance and autonomy, and the Sultan himself intervened against anti-semitic blood libel made 
by locals.

 While the Ottomans did not militarily intervene to help the Andalusian Muslims as they requested, 
they were likewise welcomed into Ottoman lands in the decades after the fall of Granada.[25] They ar-
rived alongside the Jews to Salonika according to Kiel.[26] Temimi brings attention to an Ottoman impe-
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rial edict sent to Tunis in 1613 which reads, “We have permitted them to settle near to Adana, Azir, Sis, 
Tarsus, and Kars,” all areas in the southeastern part of modern Turkey.[27] Harvey notes that in Ottoman 
Tunisia, refugees participated extensively in the textile trade and agricultural developments, and were 
welcomed with tax breaks and the hospitality of earlier Morisco migrants.[28] While locals did sometimes 
grow resentful of their treatment, and they faced occasional exploitation, they mostly remained, received 
statements of support from the Ottoman government, and assimilated into the local populace; Zbiss, a 
common Tunisian surname today, is, in fact, the Spanish Lopez.

 The Ottoman Empire had an increasingly high degree of centralization and bureaucratization, both 
features of modern states. It was nevertheless more open to migration across its fluid borders and in 
this case dutifully worked to welcome the marginalized, both Muslim and non-Muslim. When locals were 
unwelcoming, the government stood up for the refugees who in turn improved conditions in the empire 
and attained their own success.

WORLD WAR II ALBANIA
 In his book, Besa: Muslims who Saved Jews in World War II, the photographer Norman H. Gersh-
man documents the heroism and hospitality of Albanians towards Jews threatened by fascist perse-
cution. He finds their actions rooted in Besa, an Albanian concept of honor and morality tied deeply to 
Islamic notions of compassion and mercy.[29] Lime Balla, one of the subjects of his photography, says:

 In 1943, at the time of Ramadan, seventeen people came to our village of Sheng-
jergji from Tirana. They were all escaping from the Germans… My family took in three 
brothers by the name of Lazar. We were poor—we didn’t even have a dining table—but we 
never allowed them to pay for the food and shelter. I went in to the forest to chop wood 
and haul water. We grew vegetables in our garden so we all had plenty to eat. The Jews 
were sheltered in our village for fifteen months. We dressed them all as farmers, like us. 
Even the local police knew that the villagers were sheltering Jews. I remember they spoke 
many different languages… All of our villagers were Muslims. We were sheltering God’s 
children under our Besa.[30] 

 The story is not unique. Elsewhere in the work, Baba Haxhi Reshat Bardhi, a leader of the Bek-
tashi order cites a secret edict given by Prime Minister Farsheri, a Bektashi Muslim, during the war: “All 
Jewish children will sleep with your children, all will eat the same food, all will live as one family.”[31] Leka 
I, the son of King Zog of Albania, Europe’s only Muslim king, says that his father issued 400 passports to 
Jews in Vienna. Elida Bicaku’s village sheltered Jews for 2.5 years. Edip Pilku’s mother faced down the 
Gestapo on behalf of the Jews she was housing and more. These stories demonstrate an openness, a 
sense that being Muslim means taking others in and caring for them, seeing the presence of God in all of 
humanity. Their actions follow in the tradition of the Muhajireen and Ansar pairing off, treating one another 
like family.

 In the 1930 Albanian census, 204 Jews were counted.[32] By the end of the war in 1945, 1,800 
lived in Albania, including refugees from Vienna, Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria. Hundreds, if not thousands, 
more used it as a transit point to escape the Nazis. Over the course of the war, the Albanian government 
repeatedly refused to give Germans lists of the Jews in the country and resisted Italian orders to repatri-
ate Jews to homelands where they would be slaughtered. As Harvey Sarner writes in the title of his 1997 
book, “one hundred percent of Jews in Albania [were] rescued from [the] Holocaust.”[33],[34]                                           

 In the age of the nation-state, the Albanians used their borders to protect refugees rather than 
keep them out. They defended refugees of a different faith, who typically spoke languages different from 
their own, even in the face of international pressure. Both the government and the locals served the refu-
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gees, with principles, not realpolitik, guiding their actions.

CONCLUSION
 The cases surveyed here show Muslims embracing refugees, making borders fluid, and not letting 
ethnic or faith differences preclude a welcome. In the majority of these cases, the potential economic 
contribution of refugees was not a critical consideration in settling them, but refugees clearly benefited 
all of these societies. The actions of the Prophet and his Companions more than 1,400 years ago were 
echoed in the actions of Albanians in just the past century. Millions of Syrian, Somali, Rohingya, Pales-
tinian and other refugees are struggling to survive in Turkey, Lebanon, Bangladesh, the United States 
and elsewhere. Muslims can and should go above and beyond in helping all who flee their home as the 
Prophet and these various predecessors once did. We have done so before and we must do so again.


